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Figure 1: We propose a neural network based framework that, by using a single RGB image and a specified color palette,
decomposes the image into multiple RGBA layers, each of which contains homogeneous colors. The decomposed layers can
be created instantaneously and are useful for image and video editing, such as recoloring or compositing.
Abstract
We address the problem of soft color segmentation, de-
fined as decomposing a given image into several RGBA lay-
ers, each containing only homogeneous color regions. The
resulting layers from decomposition pave the way for appli-
cations that benefit from layer-based editing, such as recol-
oring and compositing of images and videos. The current
state-of-the-art approach for this problem is hindered by
slow processing time due to its iterative nature, and con-
sequently does not scale to certain real-world scenarios.
To address this issue, we propose a neural network based
method for this task that decomposes a given image into
multiple layers in a single forward pass. Furthermore, our
method separately decomposes the color layers and the al-
∗A part of this work was done while the first author worked at Pre-
ferred Networks as an intern.
pha channel layers. By leveraging a novel training ob-
jective, our method achieves proper assignment of colors
amongst layers. As a consequence, our method achieve
promising quality without existing issue of inference speed
for iterative approaches. Our thorough experimental analy-
sis shows that our method produces qualitative and quanti-
tative results comparable to previous methods while achiev-
ing a 300,000x speed improvement. Finally, we utilize our
proposed method on several applications, and demonstrate
its speed advantage, especially in video editing.
1. Introduction
Image segmentation is the task of decomposing an image
into meaningful regions. A typical approach to this problem
assigns a single class to each pixel in an image. However,
such hard segmentation is far from ideal when the distinc-
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Figure 2: Our framework consists of three stages. First, palette colors are selected manually or automatically based on an
input image. Second, an alpha predictor (U-Net) predicts alpha layers using the input image and the palette. Then, the alpha
layers are normalized to satisfy an alpha-add condition (Eq. (2)), or undergo an alpha layer processing, such as smooth
filtering or mask operation. Finally, with the input image, the palette, and the processed alpha layers, a residue predictor
(U-Net) estimates the difference between the palette color and the ground-truth image at each layer in order to restore the
input image from the decomposed layers. These two networks are trained jointly.
tion of meaningful regions is ambiguous, such as objects
with motion blur, transparency or illumination. A flexible
alternative is soft segmentation, which allow a single pixel
to be assigned to multiple classes. This paper addresses a
subtask of soft segmentation: soft color segmentation. the
goal of this task is to decompose an RGB image into several
color-considering RGBA layers, each of which is made up
of homogeneous colors. The decomposed soft color layers
allow a user to target specific color regions in editing tasks
such as recoloring and compositing. In an approach to solve
the problem, existing methods adopt either an optimization-
based [2, 3, 13] or a geometric [24, 25] approach. However,
it takes a considerable amount of time for existing methods
to decompose a high-resolution image or a series of images
(e.g. frames in a video).
In this work, we propose a neural network based ap-
proach that significantly speed up soft color segmentation
while retaining the quality of the soft color layers produced.
Our system consists of three stages, as shown in Figure 2.
In 1) palette selection, we automatically or manually se-
lect palette colors, each of which indicates the mean color
of a target color layer. In 2) alpha layer estimation, the
alpha predictor estimates alpha layers corresponding to the
selected palette colors. After processing the alpha layers, in
3) color layer estimation, the residue predictor estimates
color residues that indicate the displacement of the colors
from the palette color. For each pixel in a final RGBA layer,
the color value (the RGB part) is the sum of the palette color
and its residue at that pixel, and the alpha value (the A part)
is taken from the corresponding processed alpha layer.
Compared to existing methods, the proposed method re-
duces the decomposition time by a factor of 300,000. We
achieve this through optimization of the objective function
on the training dataset in advance instead of minimizing an
energy function on the input image on the fly, which is com-
mon in optimization-base approaches [2, 3, 13]. The train-
ing objective of the networks consists of a reconstruction
loss, a regularization loss, and a distance loss. We jointly
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Figure 3: The reconstruction process from Figure 2. Note
that if we do a weighted sum of the palette colors and the
corresponding alpha layers, we can also obtain an image
(middle left) similar to the input image, but residues are re-
quired to recover the input image with various colors and
enhanced details (bottom left).
train the alpha predictor and the residue predictor in a self-
supervised manner, and thus no extra manual labeling or
annotation are required. After training, the networks de-
compose an image in a feed-forward pass. The speed gain
paves the way for practical applications including real-time
editing and frame-by-frame video decomposition.
To summarize our main contributions,
• We propose the first neural network based approach
and a novel training objective for soft color segmenta-
tion.
• We conduct qualitative and quantitative experiments
to demonstrate that our method significantly outpaces
state-of-the-art methods while maintaining compara-
ble visual quality.
• We apply our method to several practical applica-
tions, especially video editing, with unprecedented ef-
ficiency.
2. Related Work
Layer decomposition, actively studied in both com-
puter vision and computer graphics, is the task of decom-
posing a single image into multiple RGB or RGBA im-
ages. For example, reflection removal [8, 28, 34], haze re-
moval [11, 20, 33, 38], and rain removal [10, 32, 15] esti-
mate the foreground and background layers and the mix-
ture ratios for each pixel. Segmentation is also one of
the layer decomposition tasks. Part segmentation includes
human parsing [16, 31] or vector graphics layer genera-
tion [9, 22]. Semantic segmentation has been actively ad-
dressed [6, 17, 18, 21, 36]. The segmentation tasks men-
tioned above classify each pixel into a single class. In con-
trast to these hard segmentation tasks, soft segmentation are
studied [2, 19, 4, 23] to expresses transitions between re-
gions of classes using alpha value. For instance, matting
[7, 1, 14, 26, 27, 30, 35] obtains transitions between a fore-
ground and a background. Soft segmentation is more suit-
able than hard segmentation for handling motion blur, trans-
parency, illumination, and so on.
Soft color segmentation is a specific soft segmentation
task of decomposing a single image into multiple RGB or
RGBA color layers, each of which contains homogeneous
colors. The state-of-the-art method proposed by Aksoy et
al. [3] improved the method in Aksoy et al. [2] by adding a
sparsity term to the color unmixing formulation. Research
similar to Aksoy et al. [3] includes Koyama et al. [13] and
Tan et al. [24]. Koyama et al. [13] generalized Aksoy et
al. [3] to enable advanced color blending. Tan et al. [24]
are a geometric approach that finds a RGBXY convex hull,
extending Tan et al. [25]. Whereas Koyama et al. [13] and
Tan et al. [25] consider the order of layer stacking, Aksoy
et al. [3] and Tan et al. [24] deal with a linear additive
model, which does not consider the order. Aksoy et al. [3]
have shown that color unmixing based segmentation can be
achieved by solving the constrained minimization problem,
as explained in Section 3.
3. Motivation
Several works [3, 13, 25] adopt an optimization-based
approach to decompose an image into multiple color-
considering RGBA layers. In particular, the state-of-the-art
method from Aksoy et al. [3] proposes the color unmixing
formulation, in which the objective function consists of a
color constraint, an alpha constraint, a box constraint, and a
sparse color unmixing energy function.
To be specific, the color constraint requires that the de-
composed layers restore the original image. For a pixel p in
the ith layer, ∑
i
αpiu
p
i = c
p ∀p, (1)
where cp denotes an original color at a pixel p, and upi de-
notes a layer color at p. We omit the superscript p in the
remainder of the paper for convenience.
The alpha constraint enforces the sum of the decom-
posed layers to be an opaque image:∑
i
αi = 1. (2)
The box constraint requires that alpha and color values
should be in bound:
αi,ui ∈ [0, 1] ∀i. (3)
The sparse color unmixing energy function is the
weighted sum of the distances between colors and the color
distribution in each layer, plus a sparsity term:
FS =
∑
i
αiDi(ui) + σ
(∑
i αi∑
i α
2
i
− 1
)
, (4)
where the layer cost Di(ui) is defined as the squared Ma-
halanobis distance of the layer color ui to the layer distri-
bution N (ui,Σi), and σ is the sparsity weight.
There is space for improvement of the above approach
[3] in terms of inference speed. Based on an input image,
the iterative optimization of the energy function tends to be
slow and running time scales up linearly with the number of
pixels, as shown in Section 5.2.
The success of optimzation-based methods [3, 13, 25]
and its disadvantage in speed inspire us to train neural net-
works on the dataset. Without any on-the-fly iteration, the
networks decompose the original image into soft color lay-
ers in a significant lower inference time. Partly inspired by
the minimization of the energy function, we come up with
an objective function that is designed for training our neural
networks system, as detailed in the next section.
4. Methods
Our proposed method consists of three stages: palette
color selection, alpha layer estimation and color layer esti-
mation. The input of the proposed system is a single RGB
image, and the outputs are RGBA soft color layers.
4.1. Palette Color Selection
The inputs of the methods of both Aksoy et al. and
Koyama et al. [3, 13] are a set of color models that repre-
sent the means and the (co)variances of colors of the desired
output layers. Although covariances provide additional con-
trollability, a user has to understand the denition of the co-
variance of colors, how to adjust it, and how it interacts
with the system to produce the final color layers. Conse-
quently, the user may not find it intuitive to manipulate co-
variances. Aiming for an easy-to-use user experience, we
believe that a user should not be exposed to more parame-
ters than necessary. Therefore, we make the design choice
to take palette colors (means only) instead of color models
(means + covariances) as inputs. A palette color has the
simple interpretation as the mean value of the colors that
should be included in a color layer.
During training, we use K-means algorithm to parti-
tion pixels in an input image into K clusters in the 3-
dimensional RGB space. We pick the center RGB values
of the clusters as the palette colors. The number of palette
colors K is fixed throughout the training of the networks.
During inference, the palette colors can be specified manu-
ally, in addition to automatic selection using K-means.
4.2. Alpha Layer Estimation
We adopt the U-Net architecture [21] for our alpha pre-
dictor. The inputs of the alpha predictor are the original
RGB image and K single-color images. Each of the single-
color image is simply an RGB image filled with a single
palette color. The outputs are K alpha layers, which are
single-channel images of alpha values. In the subsequent
alpha layer processing in Figure 2, the outputs of the net-
work are normalized by:
αi =
αi∑
k αk
, (5)
where αi is the alpha value (opacity) at a certain pixel po-
sition. This normalization step ensures that the output sat-
isfies the alpha-add condition (Eq. (2)). For inference, we
can add various kinds of alpha layer processing in addition
to normalization, which we detail in Section 4.4.
4.3. Color Layer Estimation
The palette colors and the alpha layers are not sufficient
to reconstruct the original image, as shown in Figure (3).
Although a user only needs to specify the palette colors,
each color layer should contains a more variety of colors
than a single palette color.
To introduce color variations, we add a residue predic-
tor to estimate color residues from the palette colors. The
inputs of the residue predictor are the original image, K
single-color images, and K normalized alpha layers. The
residue predictor network has an identical architecture as
the alpha predictor, except for the number of input and out-
put channels. We add the output residues to palette colors to
compute K RGB layers. The final RGBA layers can be ob-
tained by concatenating RGB layers and normalized alpha
layers along the channel axis.
4.4. Network Training
The above two networks are trained end-to-end with an
objective composed of several losses. The main training
objective, inspired by the color constraint (Eq. (1)), is to
minimize a self-supervised reconstruction loss between the
input and the output:
Lr = ‖
∑
i
αiui − c‖1. (6)
To regularize the training of the alpha predictor, we pro-
pose a novel loss for regularization, formulated as the re-
construction loss between the original image and the recon-
structed image without color residues:
La = ‖
∑
i
αipi − c‖1, (7)
where pi denotes the palette color of the ith layer. In other
words,
∑
i αipi is an image that is reconstructed only using
the normalized alpha layers and the palette colors, as shown
in the middle left of Figure (3).
To gather only homogeneous colors in each color layer,
we propose a novel distance loss, in reminiscence of Eq.
(4), formulated as
Ld =
∑
i
αi‖pi − ui‖2. (8)
We use Euclidean distance in RGB space because our inputs
are simply K palette colors.
Now we are ready to formulate our total loss as follows:
Ltotal = Lr + λaLa + λdLd, (9)
where λa and λd are coefficients for regularization loss and
distance loss, respectively. In comparison with the method
of Aksoy et al. [3] which minimizes the proposed energy
function for a given input image, our method trains neural
networks to minimize the total loss on a training dataset.
We note that 1) the outputs of the networks automati-
cally satisfy the box constraint (Eq. (3)) because of the
sigmoid functions and clip operations appended to the net-
works. And 2) we do not enforce sparsity like the sparsity
term in sparse color unmixing energy function (Eq. (4)).
In preliminary experiments we introduced such a sparsity
loss with a coefficient to control its weight in the total loss.
When its weight is high, there are no soft transition on the
boundary of regions, resulting in nearly hard segmentation.
When we decrease the weight, however, the sparsity loss no
longer promotes sparsity. We believe that the novel regu-
larization loss La and the normalization step in alpha layer
processing (Eq. (5)) have collectively encouraged the spar-
sity of alpha layers, and therefore it is redundant to intro-
duce an extra sparsity loss.
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Figure 4: Qualitative comparison with the state-of-the-art baselines [3, 13]. Our method performs comparably to the state-of-
the-art methods [3] in producing meaningful soft color layers. We note that Koyama et al. [13] deals with order-dependent
blending while we are order-independent.
5. Experiments
For training, we use Places365-Standard validation im-
ages [37]. All images in the training dataset have a res-
olution of 256 × 256. We use the Adam optimizer with
lr = 0.2, β1 = 0.0, and β2 = 0.99. For all experiments, we
set λa = 1 and λd = 0.5.
For inference, since our networks are fully-
convolutional, we can apply the model to decompose
images of various resolutions. Both of the networks are U-
Net with five convolutions, three transposed convolutions,
and skip connections at each scale. We discuss the network
structures in detail in the supplementary material.
5.1. Qualitative Evaluation
Comparison with state-of-the-art methods. Figure 4
shows a qualitative comparison between our results and re-
sults of Aksoy et al. [3] or Koyama et al. [13]. Note that the
inputs are different: their inputs are distributions of colors,
while ours are simply colors.
We would like to mention that there is no optimal solu-
tion for soft color segmentation, because an image can be
decomposed into meaningful and high-quality color layers
in various way. As an attempt to make the comparison as
intuitive as possible, we manually select palette colors for
our method so that the result color layers look similar to the
result in Aksoy et al. and Koyama et al. [3, 13].
5.2. Quantitative Evaluation
Speed. Figure 5 shows the running time of our algo-
rithm, algorithm of Aksoy et al. and Tan et al. [3, 24],
depending on the size of the input image. Both Aksoy et
al. [3] and our method use a palette size of 7, and Tan et
al. [24] use an average palette size of 6.95, and the median
palette size is 7. It takes 2.9 ms for the proposed method
to decompose a 1080p resolution (about 2 MP) image, 3.0
ms for a 5 MP image and 3.4 ms for a 4K resolution (about
8 MP) image, averaged from 20 experiments at each reso-
lution. Aksoy et al. [3] reports that their algorithm takes
1,000 s to decompose a 5 MP image. Their running time
scales up linearly as the number of pixels grows due to the
per-pixel optimization. Tan et al. [24] improve the execu-
tion speed of Aksoy et al. , utilizing RGBXY convex hull
computation and layer updating. We collect their running
time (about 50 s to 100 s) in Figure 9 in their paper [24]
because exact values are not reported. See supplementary
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Figure 5: Speed comparison with the state-of-the-art meth-
ods. Note that the time axis is in logarithmic scale.
material for detail experimental settings.
The comparison shows that our neural network based
method has a significant speed improvement over the state-
of-the-art methods. Furthermore, only our method can de-
compose a video in a practical amount of time. Specifically,
when the video consists of 450 frames (1080p, 30 fps, 15 s),
our method takes 1.35 seconds, while the method of Aksoy
et al. [3] takes around 50 hours.
Reconstruction error. In Table 1, We use pixel-level
mean squared error to evaluate the difference between an in-
put image and the reconstructed image. Althought we min-
imize the reconstruction loss (Eq. (6)) on a training dataset
instead of the input image as Aksoy et al. [3] do, our re-
construction errors are sufficiently low, indicating that our
networks generalize well on the test images. We note that
the reconstruction error also depends on the palette colors
selected. In particular, the error increases if some palette
colors never appear in the original image at all.
5.3. Ablation Study
In this section, we validate the losses and architectures
of the neural networks. Figure 6 shows a sample for quali-
tative comparison. The reconstruction error and the sparsity
scores shown in Table 1 are the averaged scores of 100 im-
ages of 1 MP or more. The sparsity score is calculated as
Ls =
∑
i αi∑
i α
2
i
− 1. (10)
A lower value of Ls means the decomposed layers are
sparser. The color variance score in Table 2 represents the
score corresponding to the results in Figure 6. This score is
the sum of individual variances of the RGB channel aver-
aged over all decomposed layers. For fair comparison, we
used same palette colors to decompose an input for each
setting.
Method Reconst. ↓ PSNR ↑ SSIM ↑ Sparsity ↓
Aksoy et al. [3] 0.00050 - - -
Ours 0.00088 31.07 0.9740 1.456
w/o Lr 0.00308 25.70 0.9158 1.279
w/o La 0.00090 31.17 0.9750 1.959
w/o Ld 0.00076 31.72 0.9743 1.640
w/o Skip 0.00350 27.37 0.9366 1.149
w/o Zero-centered 0.00073 31.82 0.9710 1.450
Single network 0.00104 30.71 0.9633 NaN
Table 1: Quantitative comparison. Our method is the only
setting in the ablation study that achieves similar recon-
struction error as Aksoy et al. [3] with both low sparsity
score and high image quality. See 5.2 for details of the
quantitative evaluation, and 5.3 for details of the ablation
study.
Ours versus ours without Lr. Table 1 and Figure 6
show that our method without Lr cannot properly recon-
struct an input image. La trains the only alpha predictor, so
the residue predictor cannot function properly.
Ours versus ours without La. Although the SSIM
score is marginally better without La, the sparsity score is
significantly higher, which suggests that excessive overlap-
ping exists between alpha layers. On the third row in Figure
6, the blue plate on the person’s hand wrongly shows up
in the white layer (highlighted in red), causing overlapping
between white and blue layers. Overlapping is intended to
occur only sparsely, e.g. at the boundary of a region, be-
cause excessive overlapping is not suitable for application
to image editing.
Moreover, the color variance score is higher withoutLa,
indicating that some of the layer might be contaminated,
i.e. containing colors that is much different from the corre-
sponding palette color. We can observe such contamination
on the top-left corner of the blue layer. We believe this is
because La improves the performance alpha predictor.
Ours versus ours without Ld. Without Ld suppressing
the variance of colors in each layer, the reconstruction error
decreases. However, a large color variance causes the same
color to spread across multiple layers, which is not desirable
for color-based editing, as shown in Table 2 and Figure 6.
Ours versus ours without skip connection. Without
skip connections in the alpha predictor and the residue pre-
dictor, alpha layers are not accurate, leading to a higher the
reconstruction error.
Ours versus ours without zero-centered residues. It is
easier to train a neural network with zero-centered output,
and we can make sure the palette color is the mean value
of each layer. Without zero-centering, the PSNR increases,
but the color variance increases even more.
Ours versus a single network only. If we use a plain
single network, the reconstruction error increases. We be-
Ours
Ours
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Ours
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Ours
w/o !$
Ours
w/o skip
Ours w/o
zero-
centered
Single
network
← InputPalette→ Decomposed layers ↓ Reconst. image↓
Zoomed↓ Ours↓
Figure 6: Visual comparison for ablation study. Removing any component of our method results in higher reconstruction
error, color contamination or unnecessary overlapping of color layers. See section 5.3 for details.
Method Aksoy et al. [3] Ours w/o La w/o Ld w/o Zero-centered
Color Var. ↓ 0.005 0.003 0.007 0.006 0.162
Table 2: Quantitative comparison of color variance. The values of our methods correspond to the images in Figure 6. We
obtain the color variance of the method of Aksoy et al. from their paper [3].
lieve that accurate alpha layers as inputs enhance the perfor-
mance of the residue predictor. Specifically, in our method,
we apply smoothing lters to remove checkerboard artifacts
from alpha layers, as shown in Figure 11, and predict the
RGB channels based on the processed alpha layers. We
doubt that there is a way to incorporate smoothing lter pro-
cessing in a neural network that predicts both alpha and
RGB channels simultaneously.
5.4. Applications
Decomposition of images with blurry boundary. Soft
color segmentation is useful not only for decomposing an
image into soft color layers, but for any case where the re-
sulting layers are preferred to have blurry boundary. Fig-
ure 7 shows the results of our decomposition and the ben-
efits of soft color segmentation. In the case of an image
with a foreground object with motion blur, although both
the foreground and the background are visible at a single
(a)motion blur (b) lighting
Input Hard Soft (Ours) Input Hard/Semantic Soft/Color (Ours)
Figure 7: Comparison with hard segmentation and color-
based soft segmentation on images with ambiguous object
boundaries. In (a), hard segmentation produces a back-
ground layer that is tainted by the moving object in the fore-
ground. In (b), hard semantic segmentation divides the im-
age into semantic areas, but soft color segmentation enable
us to change simultaneously the reflected light on the rock
along with the lighting condition of the sky.
pixel, hard segmentation has to assign that pixel into either
of the classes. In such a case, soft segmentation can recog-
nize the pixel as a mixture of fore/background and thus has
an advantage over conventional hard segmentation.
Natural image editing. Figure 1 and Figure 8 show ex-
amples of recoloring and compositing. These editing results
are created by editing each decomposed layer with the al-
pha add mode in Adobe After Effects.
Video decomposition. Figure 9 shows our method per-
forming video soft color segmentation. We decompose the
video frame-by-frame, without any constraints for tempo-
ral consistency. Nevertheless, the decomposed layers do not
flicker. It can be partly attributed to applying smoothing lter
and xing color palettes, both of which encourage consistent
alpha layers, and regularization loss Ld, which encourages
consistent color layers. Compared to other methods, only
our method can decompose video in practical time. See the
video material for detailed results.
Alpha layer processing. In the alpha layer processing
stage, a user can edit the predicted alpha layers, and subse-
quently use these edited alpha layers for color estimation,
thanks to the fact that the estimation of alpha layers is inde-
pendent from color layers. As shown in Figure 10, we can
use the guided filter [12, 29] to smooth the image, or ma-
nipulate a mask to change the alpha region. We can prepare
the mask manually or automatically, capitalizing on state-
of-the-art methods (e.g. semantic segmentation and depth
estimation). Therefore, our method can be complementary
to various image editing techniques.
5.5. Limitations
Memory limit. Because we use a GPU for inference, we
cannot handle high-resolution images that exceed the GPU
memory limit. Also, sufficient GPU memory is needed to
hold the intermediate features of the encoder-decoder net-
works with skip connections. Concretely, when an input is
1080p (4K) resolution and computation is based on 32-bit
floating point, about 12 (21) GB is consumed. Counter-
measures include using 16-bit floating point and discarding
unnecessary intermediate features.
Fixed palette size. In our approach, the number of de-
composed layers for each trained model is fixed. To handle
various numbers of layers, one solution is to train a model
that decomposes an image into the sufficient number of lay-
ers, and use palettes with duplicated colors, as shown in
Figure 11. We merge layers of duplicated colors after de-
composition.
6. Conclusion
In this paper, we tackled the problem of soft color seg-
mentation using the first neural network based approach.
We showed that the proposed method enabled faster decom-
position relative to prior state-of-the-art methods. We also
demonstrated that our fast and simple approach enabled new
important applications, such as soft color segmentation of
videos.
(a) Recoloring (b) Compositing
Figure 8: Examples of image editing using the layers de-
composed by our method.
Layer #1
Layer #2
Frame 90Frame 30 Frame 60Frame 1
…
Figure 9: Examples of video decomposition. Our method
decomposes all the frames in the video in a few seconds.
(a) Smoothing
w/ Guided Filter
(b) Mask operation
Figure 10: Examples of alpha layer processing before
predicting colors. (a) Comparison between with/without
smooth filtering. (b) An example of using a mask to ma-
nipulate the decomposed layers.
Figure 11: An example when the palette contains a dupli-
cated color. It shows that, although the number of layers
is fixed during training, our model tolerates the duplication
of colors and is thus capable of decomposing an image into
fewer layers.
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Appendices
A. Network Structures
In Table 3 and 4, we show the architectures of the alpha
predictor and the residue predictor, based on the naming
conventions of network components below:
• Conv2d(K, P): 2D convolution with the kernel size of
K and the padding of P;
• DeConv2d(K, P): 2D transposed convolution with the
kernel size of K and the padding of P;
• BN: Batch normalization.
B. Experimental Settings of Speed Test
When we compare decomposition speed of methods of
Aksoy et al. [3], Tan et al. [24] and ours, Aksoy et al. use
a palette size of 7, and Tan et al. use an palette size with
a mean of 6.95 and median of 7. The methods of measure-
ment for each algorithm are presented below.
• We measure the running time as the total time of al-
pha layer estimation and color layer estimation (not
including reading an input image into GPU memory).
We execute our Python code on a 3.50 GHz Intel Core
i7-7800X CPU and 64GB of RAM and a NVIDIA
Quadro P6000 GPU. At each resolution, we average
the decomposition time over 20 images as the final re-
sults.
• Aksoy et al. [3] use parallelized C++ to conduct the
experiment.
• The running time reported by Tan et al. [24] includ-
ing the execution time of RGBXY convex hull compu-
tation and layer updating. They execute their Python
code on a 2.9 GHz Intel Core i5-5257U CPU and 16
GB of RAM. In their method, a layer updating is pos-
sible in few milliseconds, but there is no way to bypass
the intensive computation of RGBXY convex hull for
each image.
C. Qualitative Comparisons
To qualitatively evaluate our method, we compare pre-
vious methods with ours on recoloring and decomposition.
Figure 12 shows examples of recoloring, and Figure 13 and
14 compare decomposed layers of our method with those of
Aksoy et al. [3] and Tan et al. [24].
Components Input size Output size Output name
Conv2d(3,1), ReLU, BN H ×W × C (H/2) × (W/2) × (C×2) Conv-1
Conv2d(3,1), ReLU, BN (H/2) × (W/2) × (C×2) (H/4) × (W/4) × (C×4) Conv-2
Conv2d(3,1), ReLU, BN (H/4) × (W/4) × (C×4) (H/8) × (W/8) × (C×8) -
DeConv2d(3,1), ReLU, BN (H/8) × (W/8) × (C×8) (H/4) × (W/4) × (C×4) Deconv-1
Concatenate(Deconv-1, Conv-2) - (H/4) × (W/4) × (C×8) -
DeConv2d(3,1), ReLU, BN (H/4) × (W/4) × (C×8) (H/2) × (W/2)× (C×2) Deconv-2
Concatenate(Deconv-2, Conv-1) - (H/4) × (W/4) × (C×4) -
DeConv2d(3,1), ReLU, BN (H/2) × (W/2) × (C×4) H ×W × (C×2) Deconv-3
Concatenate(Deconv-3, Input image) - (H/4) × (W/4) × (C×2+3) -
Conv2d(3,1), ReLU, BN H ×W × (C×2+3) H ×W × C -
Conv2d(3,1), Sigmoid H ×W × C H ×W × Cout -
Table 3: The network architecture of the alpha predictor that estimates alpha layers from an input image. Specifically, to
predict 7 alpha layers, the alpha predictor takes as inputs an image and 7 palette layers of size H ×W × 3 (1× 1× 3 palette
colors broadcast across spatial dimensions). Therefore, the total number of input channels is C = 3 + 7 × 3. The output,
composed of 7 single-channel alpha layers, has Cout = 7 channels.
Components Input size Output size Output name
Conv2d(3,1), ReLU, BN H ×W × C (H/2) × (W/2) × (C×2) Conv-1
Conv2d(3,1), ReLU, BN (H/2) × (W/2) × (C×2) (H/4) × (W/4) × (C×4) Conv-2
Conv2d(3,1), ReLU, BN (H/4) × (W/4) × (C×4) (H/8) × (W/8) × (C×8) -
DeConv2d(3,1), ReLU, BN (H/8) × (W/8) × (C×8) (H/4) × (W/4) × (C×4) Deconv-1
Concatenate(Deconv-1, Conv-2) - (H/4) × (W/4) × (C×8) -
DeConv2d(3,1), ReLU, BN (H/4) × (W/4) × (C×8) (H/2) × (W/2)× (C×2) Deconv-2
Concatenate(Deconv-2, Conv-1) - (H/4) × (W/4) × (C×4) -
DeConv2d(3,1), ReLU, BN (H/2) × (W/2) × (C×4) H ×W × (C×2) Deconv-3
Concatenate(Deconv-3, Input image) - (H/4) × (W/4) × (C×2+3) -
Conv2d(3,1), ReLU, BN H ×W × (C×2+3) H ×W × C -
Conv2d(3,1), tanh H ×W × C H ×W × Cout -
Table 4: The network architecture of the residue predictor that decomposes an input image into color layers. Specifically, for
decomposition into 7 color layers, the residue predictor takes as inputs an image and 7 RGBA palette layers of sizeH×W×4
(H ×W × 3 palette colors stacked on H ×W × 1 processed alpha layers). Therefore, the total number of input channels is
C = 3 + 7× 4. The output, composed of 7 RGB layers, has Cout = 7× 3 channels.
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Figure 12: Comparisons between previous approaches and our algorithm on recoloring. From left to right: (a) Aksoy et al.
[3], (b) Tan et al. [25], (c) Chang et al. [5], (d) Tan et al. [24] and (e) our approach. This figure extends the comparisons of
recoloring from Tan et al. [24].
Aksoy et al. [1] Aksoy et al. [1]
Tan et al. [2] Tan et al. [2]
Ours Ours
Figure 13: Comparisons of decomposed layers between Aksoy et al. [3], Tan et al. [24], and our approach.
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Input Reconstruction Reconstruction
Figure 14: More comparisons of decomposed layers between Aksoy et al. [3], Tan et al. [24], and our approach.
